Easy, tailored access to approved content
Pepper Folio is a modern sales and medical science liaison (MSL) enablement solution that integrates with
Pepper Flow® to provide easy, tailored access to on-brand, approved content. As content is reviewed,
approved, modified, or expired in Pepper Flow, it is automatically updated in Pepper Folio to ensure
compliant content usage. With Pepper Folio, commercial and medical teams always have access to the
latest and greatest content–anytime, anywhere–to support eﬀective and engaging meetings with HCPs,
KOL’s, laboratory managers, and other key stakeholders.

MODERN, CLOUD-BASED SOLUTION
Pepper Flow is cloud-based sales and MSL enablement software that’s part of the
Pepper Cloud Product Suite–meaning your content’s journey from review and
approval to dissemination is fully automated.
• Available on any device
• Easy to learn and use
• Search, sort, or filter by custom criteria such as region or product
• Favorite content for easy access
• Share content with customers and key stakeholders on-the-spot
• Turnkey, simple deployment
• New features and functionality added regularly, based on customer feedback

COMPLIANT CONTENT USAGE
Pepper Folio’s tight integration with Pepper Flow ensures that only approved,
on-brand content is being used in the field.
• Global access to latest, approved
content for marketing, sales, and
other departments

• Auditable chain of custody
throughout the entire document
lifecycle

• User permissions based on region,
product, role, and more

• View content properties such as
content owner, expiration date, and
related products

• Instant content updates and
withdrawals
• Shared links are always kept
up-to-date with latest approved
versions

• Ensure all content available is
accessed and used for its approved
use case
• Expire shareable links when content
becomes outdated

For more information or a demo, please visit vodori.com or contact us today at sales@vodori.com.

CONTENT DATA & ANALYTICS
Leverage content analytics to make data-driven decisions about content
development.
• Determine which pieces of content are resonating the most with your key
audiences
• View content metrics like views, downloads, and “favorite” counts

EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
At Vodori, we make it easy to move fast and distribute content to your key
stakeholders. We see ourselves as a partner, not just another vendor.
• Backed by team dedicated to you and your organization’s success
• Reliable, fast 24x7 support
• Robust end user training included with every license

Explore Pepper Cloud®
Vodori is transforming lives by empowering life science companies to bring vital drugs, vaccines, medical devices, and
diagnostic solutions to market faster. Vodori’s Pepper Cloud Product Suite streamlines and automates how life science
companies get critical content to key audiences including patients, healthcare providers, and key opinion leaders. It is one
connected platform that modernizes content review, sales and MSL enablement, and delivers timely analytics to optimize
essential processes. The Pepper Cloud Product Suite includes:

Pepper Flow®

Pepper Folio®

Pepper Insights®

Promotional and medical
information review

Sales and MSL
enablement

Analytics and reporting

